The size of the square is defined as follows: Step 1. Image capture: Image are captured in RGB in a 480 620 × resolution
Step 2.Choosing the dynamic window according to the position in last snap.
Step 3.Segment the dynamic window into small square, the size of block is decided by the ball size in the image(usually ball r /4) choosing the center of the square as a seed.
Step 3.Recursive algorithm to expand the area. Calculating the center of the region and filtering of the area including outside of the ball.
Step 4.Image Map to Global World The least square method is adopted to fit the map The Kalman filter can be described by the following equation to make prediction the ball position at next time.
) ( Step 1: Determining the control gains:
Step 2: Calculating postion and angle errors.
Step 3: Calculating the control law.
,where Step 1: Determining the control gain:
Step 2:.Calculating postion and angle errors.
If e θ is more than 180° ormore less -180°, then the angle is changeable to value between -180° and 180°.
③ Turning Controller
[Algorithm for Turning Movement]
Step 1: Determining the control gain:
Step 2:.Calculating angle errors. 
, where d θ is the desired angle, and R θ is the current one. If e θ is more than 180° ormore less -180°, then the angle is changeable to value between -180° and 180°.
Step 3: Calculating the control law. 
The figure 4 shows the fuzzy input partition, and the fuzzy rules are as follows.
[Fuzzy Rules]
Rule1: If 《the position is Near》and《 R θ is not 0》
[Algorithm for a proposedFuzzy Control]
Step 1: For Vision system, Estimation of the current position of ball soccer robots.
Step 2:Prediction of ball position and speed at next time by Kalman filter.
Step 3:Calculating distance and angle error between the predicted point and the current one.
Step 4:By using the proposed fuzzy controller, moving robot to the just back point of ball so that it can be convenient for kicking up.
Step 5:Determining the shooting direction taking consideration of the position of opposite goalkeeper robot.
Step 6:If the ball is very near to the robot, turning the head of robot to above shooting direction.
Step 7:Moving the robotto opposite goal along the straight linequicly for a very short time. 
